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IDAHO PREPARES FOR FIRST GAME AGAINST RIVALS
Vandall Meet Will Conquer At Moscow 'This

By Paul Splew

Of all the stadiums where football is played in this state, the one that is best known is probably the Memorial Stadium at Moscow.

The idea of building a football stadium in Moscow was first suggested by a number of prominent citizens in the area. The project was approved by the voters of Latah County and a bond issue was passed in 1910. The stadium was completed in 1912 and has been the home of the University of Idaho football team ever since.

The stadium has a seating capacity of 12,000 and is located on the eastern edge of the city. It is surrounded by a beautiful tree-lined park and is one of the most picturesque stadiums in the country. The Memorial Stadium has hosted many important football games over the years, including the annual Idaho-Idaho State rivalry game.

The stadium is in the process of being expanded and will soon have a seating capacity of 20,000. The expansion will include a new press box and a new concession stand. The project is expected to be completed by the fall of 1935.

The Idaho-Idaho State rivalry game is one of the oldest in the state and is eagerly anticipated by fans of both teams. The game is usually played on the first Saturday of October and is a major event in the lives of students and alumni of both schools.

The stadium is also used for other events, such as concerts and graduation ceremonies. It is a popular tourist attraction and draws people from all over the state to Moscow for its beauty and historical significance.

Political Victors at Southern Branch

Two Leading Prospects Are Busted Out of Correct With Whiteman Saturday

SQUAD NOT PICKED

Idaho To Enter Four Teams In Washington, D.C. Carnival

For the first time in this year's campaign, Idaho will not have a single player selected for the National Football Association. Idaho's small size has long been known as a reason for this, but this year, the team has failed to attract any attention from scouts from the bigger schools.

The Idaho squad for the upcoming carnival is composed of the following players: Bobby R. Stetler, John R. Jones, Peter B. Johnson, and John C. Green. These players are expected to do well in their respective positions and are likely to be the stars of the carnival.

Two other teams will be entering the carnival, the University of Idaho and the College of Idaho. The University of Idaho squad is composed of the following players: Robert W. Smith, John R. Jones, and Peter B. Johnson.

The College of Idaho squad is composed of the following players: Robert W. Smith, John R. Jones, and Peter B. Johnson.

The Idaho team is expected to do well in the carnival and is likely to win several games. The University of Idaho and the College of Idaho are expected to fare well as well, but it is not clear which team will come out on top.

WOMEN'S TENNIS LACKS ENTRANTS

With the end of the season, the tennis team has faced a difficult challenge in finding enough participants to field a complete team. The team has had only seven participants this year, and only six of them have been able to compete this season.

The team has had a difficult time finding enough players to compete due to the lack of interest in the sport. The team has had only seven participants this year, and only six of them have been able to compete this season.
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AG JOURNALISTS

COMPLETE TASK

First Issues of Year's Publishing

The first issue of the year's publishing has been completed and is now ready for distribution. The issue is a complete project and has been completed with the help of a team of volunteers.
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OLIVER ESPE HEADS IDAHO AG. HONORARY

The Idaho Agricultural College and State University has named Oliver Espe as the new head of the Honorary Ag. Program. Espe has been serving as the program's director since 1932.

Espe is a native of Idaho and has been involved in the agricultural community for many years. He is a strong advocate for the importance of agriculture and has been a vocal supporter of the program since its inception.
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French Continues Scholastic Award

Abraham L. Stillman Named Idaho University

Abraham L. Stillman has been named the new Idaho University student body president for the 1935-1936 academic year. Stillman is a junior majoring in economics and has been active in student government for several years.
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STAFFORD TO BALLOT ON PROHIBITION ACT

Colfax University Books Debate on Prohibition Act

Colfax University will hold a debate on the Prohibition Act this week. The debate will be held in the university's main auditorium and will be open to the public.

The debate is the first of its kind in the area and is expected to generate a lot of interest. The university has been working on the issue for several years and is excited to finally have the opportunity to discuss it.
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DATE FOR THETA SIGMA DINNER SET

Hart Table For Women Students Meets for First Time

The first meeting of the Theta Sigma dinner club was held on Thursday evening at the Hart residence. The club was formed with the help of Mrs. John Hart, who has been a strong supporter of women's rights.

The club is expected to be a great success and is likely to attract a large number of women students. The club will meet on the first Thursday of each month at 8:00 p.m. in the Hart residence.
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BETTER UNITY URGED

Dean Pilcher Speaks at Student Union

Dean Pilcher spoke to the student body on the subject of better unity on the campus. The dean emphasized the importance of working together as a community to achieve common goals and to promote a positive environment.
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MORE COOPERATION NEEDED

Dką Coe speaks at Student Union

Dean Coe gave a speech to the student body on the subject of more cooperation. The dean emphasized the importance of working together as a community to achieve common goals and to promote a positive environment.
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Cecil Hagen

Student's Corner

Editor's note: Mr. Gray and I are both on the board of trustees for the Student Union, so we have a vested interest in making sure the student body is well informed and engaged.

From the Daily Bulletin: How much does the student body contribute to the campus? Does it support the various clubs and organizations? What is the relationship between the student union and the campus administration? These are some of the questions that we hope to address in this edition.

The campus is faced with a financial crisis, and the student union is being asked to pay a large portion of the expenses. This is not fair, and we must work together to find a solution.

We are looking for volunteers to help with this important project. If you are interested, please contact the Student Union office at 123-4567.

THIERRY PARISIAT

POLITICALLY SPEAKING

Lettuce and Greenbeans

The campus newspaper is looking for new editors. If you are interested in writing for us, please contact the editor at 987-6543.

The students are increasingly concerned about the political climate on campus. The recent events have raised questions about the role of the media in shaping public opinion.

This is an important issue, and we encourage all students to be active in the political process.

WE SPECIALIZE IN ALL KINDS OF FINE SHOE REPAIRING

Stewart's Shoe Shop

Quick, Efficient Service

University Students ACCOUNTS ARE WELCOME at the Moscow State Bank

Making Bore Holes

Lesson No. 4 of BLOWERS' HANDBOOK

A bore hole may be anything from a shallow hand drill hole in a boulder to a deep, narrow hole in a very hard rock. The method of working is determined by the type of rock, the size of the hole, and the purpose for which it is to be used. The method of working is also determined by the amount of water available.

Bore holes are usually made by drilling, which is done with a boring tool. The tool is usually a bit, which is attached to a drill and rotated. The bit is moved along the face of the rock, and water is used to lubricate the bit and cool the drill. The water also helps to remove the dirt from the hole.

This is a new method of working that has been developed recently. It is called "drilling with water." The bit is made of a hard metal, and it is rotated at a high speed. The water is sprayed on the bit to keep it cool. This method is very efficient and it is used to make large holes in hard rock.

The bit is made of a hard metal, and it is very expensive. It is not practical to use for small holes. The method is best suited for large holes, such as those made in mining or in construction.

WE HAVE THE SHOES A MAN WANTS AT A MAN'S PRICE

BOLLES BUSTER BROWN SHOE STORE

An Exclusive Shoe Store

Maid of the Month

May 12th

GIVE HER YOUR PHOTOGRAPH

STERNOUDIO

231 S. Main Phone 4931

Mother's Day Cards

WE HAVE A LARGE SELECTION OF MOTHER'S DAY CARDS with just the thought you wish to convey.

“If He’s New We’re the First To Have It.”

SHERSEY’S BOOK AND MUSIC STORE

“If it’s New, We’re the First To Have It!”

Mother's Day cards are available at Shersey's Book and Music Store.

Buster Brown Shoe Store

We have a wide selection of shoes to choose from.

“The Secret to a Woman’s Heart”

What’s the secret to a woman’s heart? For us, it’s a great pair of shoes. That’s why we’re proud to offer the latest styles at Buster Brown Shoe Store.

Rushing to get the perfect gift for Mother's Day? Don't worry, we've got you covered.

We have a wide selection of Mother's Day cards available at Shersey's Book and Music Store.

We also offer a variety of gift cards for that special someone.

Come in and browse our selection today.
**SOCIETY**

One of the most prominent social events of the year was the Fourth of July ball at the Idaho Club, sponsored by the Red Cross. The hotel was crowded with guests and the ballroom was brilliantly decorated. The music was provided by the Idaho Club orchestra and the dance floor was filled with revelers. The evening ended with a fireworks display that illuminated the night sky.

**COMING EVENTS**

Friday, April 11

**Special Dinner Party**

Saturday, April 12

**Red Cross Concert**

Saturday, April 16

**National Veterans Day**

Monday, May 2

**Peach Festival**

**MANAGER CLINIC - Idaho Athletic Club**

Bending rooms and athletic facilities of the Idaho Athletic Club were opened for the benefit of the Idaho Athletic Association. Free health checks and advice were given to members and non-members alike. The clinic was well attended, and many guests were interested in learning more about physical fitness and health maintenance.

**HEALTHY LIVING**

Healthy living habits, such as regular exercise and proper nutrition, are essential for maintaining good health. The Idaho Athletic Club offers a variety of fitness programs to help its members achieve their health goals.

**GEM COPY GOES TO PUBLISHERS**

The First National Bank of Idaho, under the leadership of its president, J.C. Breier, has launched a new advertising campaign to promote its services to the public. The campaign includes a series of advertisements featuring the theme "Making Money Work for You." The bank is known for its competitive interest rates and convenient banking hours, and the campaign aims to attract more customers.

**PRESIDENTS' DAY DECORATIONS NEW**

The Boise Rotary Club has designed new decorations for their annual Presidents' Day celebration. The decorations feature patriotic symbols and motifs, such as the American flag and the Eagle. The club members are working hard to prepare for the event, which will be held on February 14th.

**AIDS FOR TENNIS PLAYERS**

AIDS FOR TENNIS PLAYERS

The American Tennis Association has announced the creation of a special program to provide athletes with aids for playing tennis. The program includes a range of equipment, such as tennis rackets, balls, and shoes, to help players improve their skills and performance.

**THE PARISIAN**

The Parisian Hotel is offering a special deal for guests who book their stay online. The hotel is located in the heart of the city and offers comfortable rooms and excellent amenities. The special rate includes breakfast and access to the hotel's gym and pool. Book now and save on your next stay in Boise.
COUGAR MERTEN OUTSWIMMERS IDAHO

Bears, job being done, desert Idaho in 3-2 win.

By Paul Boyd

When the boy who should win the annual meet between the University of Idaho and the University of Washington, was held at Boise this past week, the team of the latter institution swept the entire program.

The final score of the meet was 32-7 in favor of the University of Washington. The meet was held in the diet of the University of Idaho's pool, which is one of the finest in the nation.

The University of Idaho, however, outswimmed the Washington University in Men's events, winning 3-2, while the women's teams lost 7-11.

FOUL BALLS

By Paul Boyd

When the University of Idaho and the University of Washington met in the annual meetore, the University of Idaho was not only the winner of the meet, but also the winner of the foul ball game.

The University of Idaho, which had been leading in the early stages of the meet, was forced to make a comeback in the late stages of the game. But the University of Idaho was able to hold its own, and in the end, the University of Idaho was declared the winner of the meet.

FOOTBALL STARS DON'T TRICKS FOR RELAY

Some of the football stars at Boise High School were at work on the relay team.

The Boise High School football team is one of the best in the state, and its players are known for their skill and determination. The Boise High School football team has been working hard to prepare for the upcoming season, and its players have been training for the upcoming relay team.

The Boise High School football team is known for its strong defense, and its players are known for their ability to make big plays. The Boise High School football team has won many games in its history, and its players have been known to make big plays.

The Boise High School football team is one of the most successful teams in the state, and its players are known for their skill and determination. The Boise High School football team has been working hard to prepare for the upcoming season, and its players have been training for the upcoming relay team.
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